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0 comments shenbazenin permalink . The Franchise Agreement Between Gamblers and the State - blueatlas ====== Guv Interesting that they aren't regulated by the government, but by the BOC. The BOC could theoretically stop licensing
casinos that don't meet their standards, and it's always seemed absurd to me that they get to do so without any sort of hearing. Maybe the BOC has some nefarious plan to help casinos... ~~~ transfire In a libertarian society, BOC would never
exist. The strongest groups that would exist are hunting, sport fishing, and mining. Q: Using data from SQL Server in ReactJS I'm new to react and SQL and, as a part of the learning exercise, I'd like to get some dummy data from an SQL Server
database and create a simple react app with it. I'm running serverless on aws and so I've installed SQL Server Management Studio and SQl Server Management Studio Express and that's working well. What I'm struggling with is how to get the
data from SQL Server and how to have it appear in the react app. My main question is whether I should be looking at another database like Dynamo DB, a GraphQL store, ElasticSearch or just get the data in nodejs and have it available to react.
Any help would be much appreciated. Thanks. A: SQL Server : Online Demo here React.js: Online Demo here SQL : PHP Code Here React.js : PHP Code Here DynamoDB: Stack Overflow GraphQL: Stack Overflow Elasticsearch: Stack Overflow
NodeJS: Stack Overflow Hope this helps. Q: Concatenating data into a repeated column within a dataframe This is my first time posting on a forum; I hope to find a solution to my problem. I have a dataframe, which is like this: ID value 0 ABC
0.0463 1 DEF 0.0003
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